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Abstract

An improvement of atomization of liquid jets requires in sev-
eral engineering applications. Although a large number of stud-
ies have been performed on the breakup process of liquid jets
so far, the mechanisms of breakup contributing to the perfor-
mance of atomization have not well revealed yet. Hence, in
the present paper as a predictably effective method to analyze
the breakup process, a temporal numerical simulation is pro-
posed. As the remarkable features of the numerical scheme,
a Cahn-Hilliard equation is employed to track the interface of
gas-liquid two-phase flow. In order to examine the possibili-
ties of the proposed method, we conduct the three-dimensional
simulation of the temporal developing liquid jet. Further, we
investigate the effects of a duplex nozzle represented by convex
or concave inflow velocity profile on the development of liq-
uid jet and demonstrate the usefulness of the duplex nozzle for
atomization.

Introduction

Liquid atomization technology is applied to fuel spray in an en-
gine, spray printing, spray drying and powder producing. The
advancement of these technologies needs flow control based on
the elucidation of a detailed mechanism of the atomization. Un-
til now, although a large amount of knowledge about atomiza-
tion has shown, the detailed mechanism to the final atomiza-
tion state is not enough to make clear. In general, although
numerical analysis is an effective method in the elucidation
of the mechanism of the atomization, to reproduce fine scale
droplets, high grid resolution is inevitably required. Recently,
it has succeeded a large-scale computation of spatially develop-
ing liquid jet and demonstrated the detailed process to droplet
generation[10]. Also, to improve the atomization of a liquid jet,
various types of inflow velocity distribution mimicked short or
long nozzle, diverging nozzle, duplex nozzle, etc. numerically
are examined in 2D simulations of spatially-developing plane
liquid jets by Sander et al.[11]. Among of these nozzles, they
found that the duplex nozzle causes the most efficient jet spread-
ing, however, because of lowWe number, breakup of liquid
jet, i.e., atomization is not well predicted[11]. In our previous
study[12], in order to investigate whether small-scale computa-
tion is capable of capturing details of liquid jet, we conducted
a temporal simulation of plane liquid jet by DIM (diffuse inter-
face model)[1, 6] based on the Cahn- Hilliard equation[4], and
demonstrated clearly that the temporal simulation is capable of
correctly reproducing behavior of the breakup process.
In this study, we pay attention to the performance of duplex noz-
zle in relative highWenumber as considering actual liquid jet,
and investigate the effects of two inflow conditions (concave or
convex) on the breakup process of plane liquid jets using our
proposed temporal simulation.

Numerical method

Governing equations and their discretization

Assuming incompressible flow for each phase, the governing
equations are as follows:
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whereuuu is the velocity,p, ρ, andµ are the pressure, the den-
sity, and the viscosity, respectively.σ denotes the coefficient of
surface tension.φ, Pe, andµc denote an order parameter, the
Peclet number, and chemical potential, respectively. The phys-
ical quantities are defined with those of each phase, i.e., where
subscriptg andl denote gas and liquid phase, respectively.
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The third term of r.h.s. of equation (2) is the surface ten-
sion force. In general, for the DIM the surface tension force
is derived based on the energy minimization[6], and conven-
tional form of surface tension is constructed with the chemi-
cal potential and the gradient of the order parameter[6]. On
the other hand, CSF (continuous surface tension) model pro-
posed by Brackbill[3] is widely used in multiphase flow com-
putations. Instead of the conventional form. Kim introduces
the CSF model into the DIM and demonstrates the usefulness
of CSF model[7]. In our experience, we also find that when the
interface thickness of DIM is thin the CSF model is superior to
the conventional form to track the interface profile. Thus in the
present simulation, we adopt the CSF model.
So as to capture fine scale droplet as far as possible, the spatial
discretization is conducted with a fourth-order finite difference
scheme on a staggered grid. Because of the large-density ratio
between two phases, it is difficult to an iteratively solve the pres-
sure Poisson equation. In the present simulation, BiCGSTAB
method [13] is adopted as iterative method. It is well known
that the introduction of an upwinding scheme for the convec-
tive terms is useful to suppress the numerical instability. In the
present simulation, QUICK method is employed to discretize
the convective terms. Further, in order to suppress the spuri-
ous current, we introduce (i) balanced-force algorithm for the
reduction of discretized error due to the discrepancy between a
pressure gradient and surface tension force[5], (ii) accurate in-
terpolation for the curvature estimation[14], and (iii) accurate
estimation of curvature using filtered order parameterφ̃ as fol-
lows:
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Cahn-Hilliard equation

In the DIM[1], interface profiles are constructed as follows:
the interface between different phases is assumed to have finite



Figure 1: Flow domain and coordinate system

Figure 2: Inflow veloc-
ity profiles

Figure 3: Ohnesorge chart for liquid jet

thickness; the physical quantities are continuously distributed
inside the finite thickness of interface; the profiles of interface
are determined based on the free energy of a considering sys-
tem.
The order parameterφ corresponding to the mass density of, or
the concentration of fluids is introduced, then the free energy,
F(φ) can be described as a function ofφ:
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µc(φ) =
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where f ′(φ) is f ′(φ) = φ3 − φ. ξ corresponds to the interface
thickness. The chemical potentialµc can be found by mini-
mizing the free energy,F . The interface diffusion fluxes are
assumed to be proportional to the gradient of the chemical po-
tential, finally, as a convective Cahn-Hilliard equation, equation
(3) is derived.

Calculation conditions

The flow considered in this study consists of a temporal evolv-
ing planar jet in a quiescent air. Figure 1 shows a coordinate
system and a calculation domain. In the coordinate system,x
is streamwise direction,y is spanwise direction andz is a liq-
uid jet width direction. The periodic condition is applied for
all direction as the boundary condition. The calculation do-
main isHx ×Hy ×Hz = 6z0 × 6z0 × 6z0 wherez0 is liquid jet
width. The grid number isnx×ny×nz = 64×120×128. The
gravity term of the equation of motion is ignored. Reynolds
number is Re= u0z0/νl = 4500. Various types of inflow veloc-
ity distribution numerically are examined in the 2D spatially-
developing plane liquid jet by Sander et al.[11]. They found
that the duplex nozzle mimicked using convex or concave in-
flow velocity profile shown in figure 2, demonstrates the most
efficient jet spreading, however, because of lowWe number

Figure 4: Visualization of liquid jet att∗ = 4.0, 7.0, 10.0

(We=340), the breakup of the liquid jet, i.e., atomization is not
well predicted[11].
In general, various breakup regimes are classified in the Ohen-
sorge chart shown in figure 3. In the chart, the breakup regime
is governed byOh number (Oh =

√
We/Re) and Reynolds

number[9]. In this study, in order to investigate further how the
duplex nozzle effects to the breakup of the liquid jet, we have set
3 types of inflow distribution pattern shown in figure 2: Uniform
inflow distribution with the maximum center velocity of the liq-
uid jet asuc = u0; convex inflow distribution withuc = 2u0 and
concave inflow distribution withuc = 1/4u0. In all cases, it is
assumed that the flow rate is the same as uniform inflow. The
Weber number of present simulation, We= ρl u2

0z0/σ = 26036
and theOh number of present simulation is plotted with a red-
color circle in the chart, corresponding to second wind-induced
breakup in the vicinity of atomization.

Results

Time-evolving instantaneous flow fields

We demonstrate time-evolving instantaneous flow fields based
on interfaces between gas an liquid and vortical structures.
Figures 4 show the images of the interface of uniform (uc = u0),
convex (uc = 2u0) and concave (uc = 1/4u0) inflow velocity
distribution att∗ = 4,7 and 10 visualized with isocontour sur-
face of order parameterφ(= 0). Regardless of inflow distribu-
tion, the interface wrinkles as time passes. In the uniform in-
flow distribution, the jet develops monotonically. On the other
hand, in the convex and concave inflow distribution, the jet de-
velops rapidly. Att∗ = 4.0 and later, concave and convex in-
flow distributions are more rapidly disturbed than the uniform
one, in particular, convex inflow distribution starts to break up
at t∗ = 7.0. In our previous work[12], although a treatment
of conversion between temporal and spatial axis is rough, we
found that it is capable of comparing with the results of tem-
poral and spatial evolution using a relation oft∗ ≈ x/z0. In



Figure 5: Visualization of vortex structure att∗ = 4.0, 7.0, 10.0

the results of Sander et al.[11] a uniform distribution demon-
strates the only occurrence of wrinkles even at the downstream
location,x/z0 = 16, while in case of both concave and convex
distribution, large transverse deformations of liquid jet begin to
occur aroundx/z0 ≈ 6 or 7. Thus, it can be confirmed quali-
tatively that the present temporal evolving jet behaves similarly
to the spatially-developing jet.
In order to elucidate the reason for jet spreading, vortical struc-
tures att∗ = 3.0∼ 5.0 are visualized using the second invariant
of the velocity gradient tensor,Q shown in figure 5.
At the initial stage,t∗ = 3.0, for the uniform case, vortices are
formed in the vicinity of the interface between liquid and gas;
for the convex case, vortical structures which are generated at a
place where internal shear corresponding to the convex veloc-
ity profile, coalesce and form larger-scale structures, inducing
large deformation of liquid jet; for the concave case, the above-
mentioned place which related to the interface and the internal
shear contribute to the vortex generation. In addition, it can
be confirmed that the generated vortical structures seem to be
large scale roll structures, which is usually observed in devel-
oping mixing layers[2]. On the other hand, a different feature
concerning growth rate is observed: the vortices generated due
to internal shear promptly grow into the roll structures, but vor-
tical structures in the vicinity of the interface slowly develop.

Mean flow properties

We demonstrate quantitatively the effect of the duplex nozzle
on mean flow properties.
Figures 6 show the temporal variation of mean streamwise in-
flow velocity distribution. In uniform inflow distribution, the
velocity gradient near the initial interface weakens as the time
proceeds. These results are compared with spatially evolving
liquid jet[8] and have been confirmed to be reasonable[12]. In
convex inflow distribution, at the initial time(t∗ < 5.0), the liq-
uid jet scarcely expands but at the end, it rapidly expands and
breaks up. Same behavior of the liquid jet can be seen at the
visualized image (figure 4). In concave inflow distribution, it
does not develop rapidly like convex inflow distribution, but af-
ter (t∗ = 7.5), the behavior is similar.
Figures 7 show the fluctuation of streamwise velocity. In uni-
form inflow distribution, as the average speed in the mainstream
direction develops, the fluctuation grows slowly at the location
of shear. In both convex and concave inflow distribution, the
fluctuation occurs depending on the initial inflow distribution
up tot∗ < 5.0, but after that, the flattened profile of fluctuation
is governed by the large-scale roll structure mentioned before.
Figures 8 show the volume concentration of liquid which means
the spread of the liquid jet. In uniform inflow distribution, the
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Figure 6: Mean axial velocity

Uniform Convex Concave

Figure 7: Mean axial velocity fluctuation

Uniform Convex Concave

Figure 8: Mean volume concentration

volume concentration distribution changes gradually around the
initial interface position ofz/z0 = 0.5. In both convex and con-
cave inflow distribution, it diffuses to the surroundings as the
flow expands and spreads. Especially at the end of the time, it
spreads evenly.

Breakup characteristics

In order to calculate a number of droplet and droplet diameter,
we explain the grouping procedure of cell including liquid. Fig-
ures 9 show the schematics of phase distribution on onex− z
plane. In the figure, blue and white color means gas and liquid
(droplet), respectively, and the red color number is allocated for
each cell. The cell belonging droplet should be grouped so that
it is recognized as a part of one droplet. The grouping procedure
of cell are as follows: (i) a droplet cell is sequentially allocated
a number along withx direction. When a cell locates next to a
droplet cell, the same number is allocated to a cell (figure 9(i));
(ii) the cell number is re-allocated along with decreasingx and
z directions. If the lower number exists at the right- or lower
side of the cell, the cell number is changed the lower one. As an
example, The number“ twelve’’in figure 9(i) is changed to the
number“ eleven’’in figure 9(ii), while the number“seven’’in
figure 9(i) is remained because of the no existence of vapor cell
around lower side; (iii) further, the cell number is re-allocated
along with increasingx andz directions. If the lower number
exists at the right or upper side of the cell, the cell number is
changed the lower one (figure 9(iii)) ; (iv) after the step (ii)-(iii)
is repeated a few times, the numbering is completely finished as
shown figure 9(iv).
Figures 10 show a graph indicating the droplet diameter (equiv-
alent sphere diameter) versus the number of droplets for each
velocity distribution att∗ = 10.0. In figures 10, the horizontal
axis is the droplet diameter, and the vertical axis is the number
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Figure 9: A numbering procedure of cell being located on the
wall surface inside the droplet.
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Figure 10: Evaluation of droplet diameter & number of droplets
at t∗ = 10.0

of generated droplets. For the uniform case (figure 10(a)) al-
most no liquid droplets are generated because of the liquid film
does not break up within the present simulation time. While
for the convex case, a large number of droplets are generated.
About 81% of the particles having a diameter of 0.4 or less oc-
cupy among all the particles.
For the concave case, the same trend is shown in figure 10(b)
i.e., the peak locates at the diameter of 0.2, and particles having
a diameter of 0.4 or less is present in about 87% of all the parti-
cles.
From the above-mentioned results, it is confirmed that the atom-
ization of the liquid jet is promoted with the convex and concave
velocity distribution more than the uniform velocity distribu-
tion. In addition, comparing the convex and concave velocity
distribution, the convex velocity distribution produces a lot of
liquid droplets due to break up.

Conclusion

In this study, we carried out a time-evolved simulation of a
planer liquid jet using a diffuse interface model and examined
the effect of velocity distribution on the liquid jet behavior. The
liquid jet becomes unstable and expands rapidly if the inflow ve-
locity distribution is applied like a convex or concave than a uni-
form. When a convex and concave velocity distribution is ap-
plied, a roll vortex structures appear inside the jet and expands
rapidly by this structure coalescence. From the comparison of
the droplet diameter and the number of droplets, internal shear
imposed on inlet contributes to generating droplets of small di-
ameter at an early stage. In addition, the number of droplets is
larger for the convex inflow distribution. Thus we confirm that
concave or convex inflow corresponding to the duplex nozzle

is useful for breakup of liquid jet even at the relative highWe
number.
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